HOW TO PLAY WITH YOUR BOXER

1. PRESS LEFT BUTTON TO RAISE LEFT ARM.
2. PRESS RIGHT BUTTON TO RAISE RIGHT ARM.
3. PRESS ONE BUTTON AFTER THE OTHER AND BOXER WILL FIGHT.

IMPORTANT

FOR BEST RESULTS ON SPACE SKYWAY SETS, PUT A SMALL AMOUNT OF VASELINE® ALL ALONG LEDGES BETWEEN DING-A-LING'S FEET, AS SHOWN. BE SURE TO ADD MORE VASELINE® WHEN NEEDED.
HOW TO PLAY WITH YOUR FIREMAN

1. REMOVE PLUG.
2. MOVE ARM SO THAT HOSE IS POINTING UP, AS SHOWN.
3. PUT A LITTLE WATER INTO TUBE IN FIREMAN'S HAT.
4. HOLD TUBE FIRMLY AND REPLACE PLUG.
5. MOVE HOSE ARM DOWN TO FIREMAN'S SIDE.
6. PRESS THE PLUG ON HIS HAT AND WATER WILL SQUIRT FROM THE HOSE.

IMPORTANT

FOR BEST RESULTS ON SPACE SKYWAY SETS, PUT A SMALL AMOUNT OF VASELINE® ALL ALONG LEDGES BETWEEN DING-A-LING'S FEET, AS SHOWN. BE SURE TO ADD MORE VASELINE® WHEN NEEDED.

CAUTION

WHEN PUTTING POWER PACK INTO FIREMAN, BE SURE HOSE INSIDE HIS BODY IS PUSHED ALL THE WAY BACK.
HOW TO LOAD ROCKETS

Push rockets all the way into holes.

HOW TO PLAY WITH ROCKY

To shoot rockets, push tab on Rocky's head forward as shown.

IMPORTANT

For best results on space skyway sets, put a small amount of Vaseline® all along ledges between Ding-A-Ling's feet, as shown. Be sure to add more Vaseline® when needed.
HOW TO JOIN DING-A-LINGMOBILE TO DING-A-LING SPACE SKYWAY SETS (SOLD SEPARATELY)

IF YOU HAVE THE STRAIGHT SPACE SKYWAY:

ATTACH DING-A-LINGMOBILE HERE OR HERE

ATTACH ASSEMBLED DING-A-LINGMOBILE TO EITHER END OF STRAIGHT SPACE SKYWAY.

IF YOU HAVE THE SUPER PYRAMID SET:

ATTACH DING-A-LINGMOBILE HERE OR HERE

ATTACH ASSEMBLED DING-A-LINGMOBILE TO EITHER END OF SUPER PYRAMID SET.

IF YOU HAVE THE SUPER RETURN, BRIDGE OR SUPER DELUXE SETS

ATTACH DING-A-LINGMOBILE HERE

PUT DING-A-LING HERE

REMOVE RETURN AND UPRIGHT

THE SUPER RETURN SET, BRIDGE SET AND SUPER DELUXE SET ALL HAVE SECTIONS WITH RETURNS AND UPRIGHTS. ALWAYS REMOVE RETURNS AND UPRIGHTS AND PUT DING-A-LING ONTO STRAIGHT PIECE AS SHOWN ABOVE.